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History and Philosophy of Psychology is a lively introduction to the historical development of

psychology. Its distinct inclusion of ideas from both Eastern and Western philosophies offers

students a uniquely broad view of human psychology.  Whilst covering all the major landmarks in

the history of psychology, the text also provides students with little-known but fascinating insights

into key questions ÃƒÂ¢?? such as whether Freud really cured his patients; what was nude

psychotherapy; and were the early psychologists racist? Encourages students to explore the

philosophical and theoretical implications of the historical development of psychology Explores key

theoretical ideas and experiments in detail, with background to their development and valuable

suggestions for further reading
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In this very accessibly-written book, Chung and Hyland break new ground for an introductory text by

referring in some detail to both western and eastern philosophical traditions in tracing the intellectual

history of psychology. They are committed to the idea that psychology has always been done in

dialogue with cultural understandings about the nature of the person. The authors cover a wide

sweep of current psychological thought, showing the contemporary diversity of the discipline. I look

forward to using this book with my students Ã¢â‚¬â€œ itÃŠÂ¼s a very engaging invitation to an

area which has previously lacked attractive curtain-raisers. Ã¢â‚¬â€•Peter Ashworth, Professor of

Educational Research, Sheffield Hallam University



History and Philosophy of Psychology is a lively and accessible introduction to the historical

development of psychology. Its distinct inclusion of ideas from both Eastern and Western

philosophies offers students a uniquely broad view of human psychology.  While covering all the

major landmarks in the history of psychology, the text also provides students with little-known but

fascinating insights into key questions, such as whether Freud really cured his patients; what was

nude psychotherapy; and were the early psychologists racist?  The book encourages students to

explore the philosophical and theoretical implications of the historical development of psychology. It

also explores key theoretical ideas and experiments in detail, with background to their development

and valuable suggestions for further reading.

When I load this onto either my phone or my iPad, the page numbers don't show up correctly.

Instead they appear as # Loc. This makes it impossible to complete the required reading for my

classes which are based off of page numbers instead of chapters. So frustrating that after buying

the ebook I will have to also purchase the physical copy just to complete class work.

This is the first class textbook that made me laugh. The author slides some dry and sardonic humor

in there along with his critiques. I enjoyed that this went beyond a basic psych 101 textbook, which

are pretty much cut and paste, and the author took more liberties and added more

thought-provoking content.

good book, used for a class

Good book for desired college degree majors
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